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JOHN KRASINSKI
“Eeeeeeasy Hugh...don’t 
make me think I can hurt 
you.” — commenting on  
a photo of his wife, 
Emily Blunt, laughing 
as Hugh Jackman 
whispers in her ear

SELFLOVEOFTHEWEEK

SNOOP DOGG 
“I want to thank me 

for just being me at 
all times.”  

—  receiving his 
star on the 
Hollywood 

Walk of Fame

MAKEOVEROFTHEWEEK

SIENNA 
MILLER 
The Live by 
Night actress, 
36, stepped 
out with a 
darker ’do on 
Nov. 13.

Who’s that housewife?! RHONY’s Bethenny Frankel stepped out in November 
looking...nothing like herself. And while she’s previously denied having plastic 

surgery, the Skinnygirl founder, 48, has claimed that after Botox injections to her 
jaw, “my face completely changed.” Still, NYC-area experts (who have not treated 
her) suspect it’s changed a lot more — and not just from Botox. “She’s pulled a bit 
in her cheek area, and her lower eyelids look off. These would be telltale signs of a 
face-lift,” Dr. Steve Fallek tells In Touch, while dermatologist Dr. Gary Goldenberg 

guesses “she’s had her eyes done” as well. And it’s not like Bethenny would be 
against going under the knife. “If your car has a wheel falling off,” she said earlier 

this year, “then you’re gonna go to the shop and get it put back on!”

BETHENNY LOOKS SO DIFFERENT!

NUMBEROFTHEWEEK

20
,00

0 — dollar amount 
per monthly 
child support 
payment Rob 
Kardashian 
owes Blac 

Chyna, which he 
says he can no 
longer afford
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▼24K GOLD ROLLING 
PAPERS

Money to burn?! Get 
six decadent hemp-

and-gold sheets, which 
even Goop admits are  
“the very definition of 

ridiculous.”

◀TIC-TAC-TOE GAME 
This walnut-and-brass 
set will keep anyone 

under age 8 
entertained for…

several minutes at 
least. Worth it!

▶MARBLE 
DUMBBELLS 
At 2.2 pounds 
each, they’re 

the most 
expensive 

paper weights 
you’ll ever 

buy.

◀WRITE A 
LETTER TO 
THE WHITE 
HOUSE KIT 

Skip the tweet: 
Pen a missive 
to President 
Trump and 

adorn it with 
stickers! 

$200

$55

$172,910
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